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Introduction

What is a routine? A routine is defined as the normal order and way in which one regularly does
things, or as a series of movements, jokes, etc. that are part of a performance(Oxford).

Therefore, something that is done by routine is also necessarily something that is ingrained in
one’s regular lifestyle. And games played by routine are no different.

Routine play is therefore a broad playstyle that encompasses all forms of play embedded into
the lifestyles of its players. It can be defined as “a form of play in which interaction with a game
occurs on a regular basis over sustained periods of time”.

An open world game is a video game that possesses a virtual world in which a player can
explore and approach objectives freely, as opposed to a world with more linear and structured
gameplay.

A role-playing game is a game genre where the player controls the actions of a character
(and/or several party members) immersed in some well-defined world. Players control a central



game character, or multiple game characters, usually called a party, and attain victory by
completing a series of quests or reaching the conclusion of a central storyline. Players explore a
game world, while solving puzzles and engaging in combat. A key feature of the genre is that
characters grow in power a/nd abilities, and characters are typically designed by the player.

Action role-playing video games are a subgenre of role-playing video games. These games
emphasize real-time combat where the player has direct control over the characters as opposed
to turn or menu-based combat while still having a focus on character's stats in order to
determine relative strength and abilities

Therefore, an open world action RPG is simply an action role-playing video game that
possesses an open, virtual world. It can thus be defined as a video game that possesses a
virtual world in which players directly exert control over a character or characters that may or
may not be designed by them and in which said characters change in power and abilities as the
game progresses. Open world ARPGs are an example of single-player games typically played
as routines.

Problem statement

There is one central question that this article looks at and that is about the relation between flow
and habitual play, as it pertains to single-player open world action RPGs. A lot of game design
theory focuses around the concept of the flow state and its involvement in player engagement
with a game/genre. Thus the question that I ask is -”How do flow and routine play relate to
each other in open world action RPGs?”

One of the key reasons for focusing specifically on single-player games as opposed to
multiplayer games is that the latter have a direct relationship with social play. Whereas
single-player forms of play are social in their own manner, the relationship is indirect or transitive
in their case. The direct sociality of multiplayer games provides a popular incentive for
routinizing multiplayer forms of play.

But single-player games have no such commonality. Their social interaction is of an indirect
nature. Therefore, single-player games are routinized due to features that are typically
genre-specific and relatively less social in nature as compared to multiplayer games. There is a
shared connection but it is one that is realized only by the metagame. The one exception is
Tandem Play.



Background

This article focuses on analyzing routine play in three different open world ARPGs- Dragon’s
Dogma, The Elder Scrolls V : Skyrim, and Fallout New Vegas.

The Elder Scrolls V : Skyrim was developed by Bethesda Game Studios and released in 2011. It
is the fifth game in the Elder Scrolls series. It is known for its expansive world design,
background lore, character progression and gameplay freedom. It offers both a first-person
perspective and a third-person perspective.

Skyrim provides a useful framework to analyse due to its game length, fantasy setting and
continued popularity almost a full decade after release.

Fallout New Vegas was developed by Obsidian Entertainment and published in 2010. It is
known for its fleshed-out narrative, extensive worldbuilding, well-developed characters, narrative
agency and diverse questlines. Like Skyrim, it can be played in first-person and third-person.

New Vegas is relevant to this discourse because of its integration of two game loops- the open
world sandbox game loop and the traditional RPG game loop and because, like Skyrim, it
remains a routinely played game a decade after release.

Dragon’s Dogma was developed by Capcom and first published in 2012. It is known for its
hack-and-slash combat system, the “Pawn” companion system and gameplay. Unlike the
previous two examples, it only offers a third-person perspective.

These games were chosen because each of them offers incentives for play across large periods
of time. However, their genre is not the only kind of single-player game that offers large
playtime. For example, predominantly single-player strategy games like the Total War series and
the Civilization series are played habitually across large periods of time, for different incentives
and via different playstyles.

What aspects of these games keep bringing people back? What is the relation between these
features and flow? In fact, is flow even the right characteristic to account for habitual play? A
flow state is generally an isolated engaged state, but doing things by habit is not necessarily the
result of this kind of engagement. In fact, it is more likely that a habitual thing will not bring out
the kind of engagement that a flow state is likely to provide.

I played Skyrim as a routine for a number of years after it’s launch. I have also returned to it
multiple times in the time since then. In retrospect, I think that I was “in the flow” for quite some
time after starting to play through it, and after that, I no longer cared about completing or
experiencing every single thing. I only really cared about wandering around in that landmass,



discovering new things or even things that I had missed. It became a part of my daily life, a daily
habit like any other, rather than something that I was constantly engaged with whenever I
played.

It was a similar case with Fallout New Vegas. I went from being “in the flow” to playing it just as
a daily habit. I would like to note that I do not think that I stopped liking these games or no
longer wanted to play them. It was just that playing them became an end in itself for me.

Dragon’s Dogma, on the other hand, is something that I have started to play recently. I think that
is a useful game to analyse for that very reason- it allows me to think through my reasons for
playing this game and my style of playing it.

In order to speculate on the relation between flow and routine, I will first look at analysing game
flow and how it applies to each of these games.

Flow state

What is flow? A flow state, also known as “being in the zone”, is the mental state in which a
person performing an activity is fully immersed in a feeling of energized focus, full involvement,
and enjoyment in the process of the activity. In essence, flow is characterized by the complete
absorption in what one does, and a resulting transformation in one's sense of time.

The flow state is said to have 8 elements(Lee et al. 2015, citing Csikszentmihalyi 1990)-

● Confrontation of tasks with a chance of completion
● Concentration
● Clear goals
● Immediate feedback
● A deep effortless involvement removing the worries and frustrations of everyday life from

awareness
● Enjoyable experiences allowing one to exercise a sense of control over one's actions
● Concern for self disappearing yet paradoxically the sense of self emerging stronger after

the flow experience is over
● Sense of time being altered

The flow state as it pertains to games has 8 components(Sweetser et al 2017, citing Sweetser
and Wyth 2005)-

● The Game- involving tasks that can be completed. In a sense, the Game itself is a task
that can be completed, that consists of many sub tasks/goals/objectives.



○ For example, the main quest in Skyrim involves the defeat of the primary
antagonist, the dragon Alduin, at the hands of the PC. There are many subquests
within it, such as the quest “Diplomatic Immunity”, involving an infiltration of the
“Thalmor” embassy with the help of a mole in order to steal dossiers relating to
the return of Alduin.

○ Similarly, the main quest in New Vegas involves the fate of the titular city and the
faction under whose control it shall fall as a result of the PC’s actions. However,
one of the sub-threads involves tracking down the person that shot the PC in the
prologue.

○ This extends to secondary objectives as well in these games. For example, a
side quest in Dragon’s Dogma involves investigating the activities of a doomsday
cult within Gran Soren, the central city hub in the game.

● Concentration- the ability to concentrate on the tasks
○ In many RPGs, goals and locations are often structured in a manner requiring

concentration to the task at hand
○ In the Skyrim quest mentioned above, the player has to sneak in as a disguised

guest of a party, and encourage one of the guests to create a distraction, allowing
the player to slip away unnoticed into the interior chambers.

○ In Fallout New Vegas, the PC is following the trail of the person who shot them.
This takes them across multiple towns and regions, and requires interaction with
multiple characters.

○ In Dragon’s Dogma, a quest involves hunting down a Griffin that is terrorizing the
countryside around Gran Soren. This requires lure to bait the creature, and that
lure can be in the form of a corpse of any kind of monster.

● Challenge-Skill balance- The Challenge is neither too easy nor too hard for the player’s
ability at the time

○ Many ARPGs have level scaling, where the player faces enemies scaled to or
around their current “level”. This enables the player to not be outdone by
enemies they stumble across, whilst permanently ensuring a certain level of
challenge. On the flip side, there is a view that this system results in less
perceived player progression- it should not be as difficult to fight a goblin at a
higher level as it was at a lower level, for example.

○ To work against this, Skyrim uses a semi-level scaling system, where enemies
have a fixed level range between which they are scaled. In addition, some
enemies only appear at higher levels, and some lower level enemies stop
appearing. For example, the maximum level for the regular Bandit enemy is level
28, after which they get replaced by other kinds of thugs, such as Marauders.

○ New Vegas also adopts the same system as Skyrim.
○ Dragon’s Dogma, on the other hand, has no level scaling. Instead, it does a form

of level banding, where enemies in certain regions would be higher levelled than
enemies in other regions. In these circumstances, quests are designed such that
they take the player to regions close to their current level and thus discourage the
PC from venturing into higher level regions. However, unlike other RPGs that do



level banding, Dragon’s Dogma does not explicitly indicate enemy levels. Players
are thus only encouraged to stay in regions close to their level via quest design
and via trial and error.

● Control- Players feel as if they have control over their actions
○ Action RPGs are primarily differentiated from other RPGs via this feature. The

player is given more direct control over their character’s actions, incorporating
both skill and player level into aspects such as combat.

○ For example, Skyrim’s combat system is similar to those of traditional shooters
but translated to a medieval RPG setting, bound to mouse clicks on the PC and
generally incorporating aspects such as accuracy. This is true not just for archery,
but also for the magic system. The amount of damage done is dependent on
player statistics, as are the options available to use(such as the spell to cast).

○ Similarly, New Vegas incorporates what are essentially shooter mechanics
translated to a RPG game, albeit in a modern setting.

○ Dragon’s Dogma, on the other hand, incorporates hack-and-slash mechanics into
the RPG template. This allows for not just control but also the potential to
micromanage what the PC does in combat.

○ This is applicable to narrative agency as well. Skyrim and New Vegas both
incorporate choice and consequence(with the latter focusing heavily on it) into
their quest design.

● Clear goals
○ Open world ARPGs often find ways of indicating objectives to the player, despite

their expansive nature. This can be done either explicitly(via prompts) or
implicitly(via seamless level design within individual locations).

○ Skyrim, for instance, often indicates destinations for quests on its world map. For
example, in the town of Ivarstead, the innkeeper provides a quest to investigate
undead sightings at Shroud Hearth Barrow, and that leads to Shroud Hearth
Barrow being discovered and marked on the player’s map. This enables the
player to know where to go out of the dozens of similar locations in the vicinity.
However, it does not indicate where a quest may be acquired, and that is
something that the player is encouraged to do by engaging NPCs in dialogue.

○ A similar system is found in Dragon’s Dogma.
○ New Vegas is less explicit, requiring the player to pay more attention to NPC

dialogue, quest notes and level design, however, quest locations are generally
still discovered on the map, although not necessarily marked as such.

● Feedback- Every task provides some form of immediate feedback
○ A task may be a quest but it can also be something less explicit, such as a level

advancement.
○ Textual prompts in each of these games alongside audio cues are used to

indicate that a quest is completed, or a level is advanced.
● A sense of Immersion- Immersion can be described as a deep effortless involvement

that removes the worries and frustrations of everyday life from awareness.



○ Immersion is key to the open world ARPG. A sense of immersion is achieved
when a PC is either in a flow state or a routine state.

○ Factors such as worldbuilding, world design, background setting, mechanics and
narrative are key to instilling a sense of immersion.

○ Immersion is damaged when suspension of disbelief is broken. Technical issues
are often a part of many open world games and an excess of those will work to
break immersion.

● Social Interaction- this is the component that single-player open world ARPGs are least
likely to have. All games can be viewed as conversations between their developer and
their player, but direct player-to-player interaction is rare within these games themselves.
Rather, it takes place within the metagame.

○ The exception is Dragon’s Dogma, which has the “pawn” companion system.
Every PC creates a pawn alongside their character at the beginning of the game.
This pawn will follow the PC throughout the course of the game, but is also part
of an online network called the “Rift”. This network allows players to share their
pawns, and each player can get up to two other pawns on top of their own.

And yet, some of these elements are not necessarily a part of every game. And indeed, even
within themselves, they are context-specific and dependent on not just the genre but also
intention.

Therefore, It cannot be argued that the GameFlow model is an answer to every question posed
about the appeal of a game, and indeed, is incomplete when it comes to questions relating to
the regular/ritualistic play of a game.

Routine state

If the flow model is incomplete when analysing habitual play of a game, then there must be an
additional state that incorporates this habitual play. I call this state the routine state.

It seems to me that at least one user pattern for these games is a transition from a “trial” state,
to a flow state, to a routine state, and finally to a non-routine state. Of course, in many ways this
parallels player progression, and of course, the non-routine state is often replaced by a
“finished” state, where the user no longer plays for good. And the transition between these
states can be two-way.

For example, let’s say that a player is engaged by Fallout New Vegas, starting to play it on a
regular basis. This player gradually moves away from that flow state to playing New Vegas by
habit, incorporating it into their daily lifestyle. This is what the routine state is, when a game



becomes part of someone’s daily habits. While the player does still play the game, they are no
longer in the “flow”.

At a certain point, the player may stop playing the game regularly. At this stage, they are in the
non-routine state.

If they stop playing the game with the intention of not playing it again, they reach the exit state.

However, it is very much possible for the player to fall back into the flow state from there. For
instance, if they return to playing the game after a long period of time, from the non-routine state
or even the exit state, and discover something that they missed or explore a different way of
playing it. The latter applies even when the player is in a routine state and changes their kind of
playstyle, as the changed playstyle may result in putting them back in the flow.

A state diagram for this is given below.



So, what is the routine state? It is simply a state where an interactor engages with media in a
manner that is functionally identical to habitual interaction. Different forms of engagement can
lead to this state.

Routine differs from flow in that it is based around interactions and tasks that become part of
one’s muscle memory and are ingrained in one’s daily habits. On the other hand, flow is a
representation of a heavily engaged and productive state of mind. Routine is the daily state of
mind that many inevitably fall into once the flow wears off.

Broadly speaking, there are four different kinds of habitual, or routine, play-styles in open world
ARPGs-

● Exploratory play- a form of play based around discovery, experimentation and player
interaction with a game’s “objects”. It focuses on what the player can do with their
“verbs”(Schell 2008).

○ This play is incentivized by level design and world design. A world that feels
“lived in” is more likely to engage its players in this manner.

○ For example, let us consider a scenario in Skyrim. The compass often shows
icons representing nearby locations to the PC. A courier brings the PC an
invitation from the Jarl of Falkreath, prompting them to make their way to the
Hold. On their path to Falkreath, the compass shows a number of different
locations that the player can choose to pass by or explore. Those locations are
typically incentivized not just by level design cues but also by the potential of
discovering a new item. These locations could be tombs, forts, caves, dungeons
and more. And some of these are connected to each other by an underground
network, a city known as Blackreach, that the player will discover if they probe
deeper.

○ Similarly, Fallout New Vegas has Vaults- underground shelters ostensibly
designed to protect their residents from the effects of the apocalypse, but actually
more often designed to carry out experiments on them. Discovering and
exploring a Vault in the Wasteland adds a level of suspense and intrigue to the
open world gameplay.

○ Skyrim and New Vegas further incentivise this by including so-called “Random
Encounters” into their open world gameplay.

○ Dragon’s Dogma, on the other hand, has a relatively lower focus on exploration,
focusing instead on the dangers of wandering across a mostly untamed
landmass, and intensifying that even further during night-time. This game design
deviates from the typical open world design of incentivizing exploration.

○ This playstyle applies to things beyond open world exploration. It is centrally
about discovering what players can do with the tools that the developers have
given them. It includes components such as testing spells/weapons/other actions,
observing AI behaviour, interacting with random NPCs and more.



● Progression play - a form of play based around advancement. This play is typically
characterized by embodiment, player identification with their character and a deeper
focus on progression, in terms of gameplay and/or story.

○ This is the playstyle most closely related to concepts of the “build” and to the
“hero’s journey”. It is about focusing on the PC, and their story from both a
narrative perspective and a gameplay perspective.

○ For example, in Skyrim, the progression involves the growth of the PC, the
Dragonborn, from lowly prisoner to the saviour of Tamriel.

○ Similarly, Dragon’s Dogma’s PC, the Arisen, follows a similar trajectory.
○ In New Vegas, the setting is not about saving the World but the PC still follows a

similar style of progression, from a post-apocalyptic courier to a wanderer
deciding the fate of the titular city by their actions.

○ The narrative perspective includes both designer-created narrative and
player-created narrative. Open world design provides an unique space for
individual player experiences to be a part and parcel of the metagame.

○ Random encounters incentivise this playstyle as well, as they become a part of
the player’s story.

● Completionist play- a form of play based around content completion. This play is
typically characterized by a focus on goals, objectives and concrete progress.

○ This style of play is a part of these open world ARPGs, even if realistically
achieving completion would be extremely rare.

○ New Vegas is the shortest of these three but completing every quest and
exploring every location would also require investing hundreds of hours into it.

○ However, completionist play need not always lead to completion. It is simply a
habitual playstyle that focuses on completion as a motivation.

○ Completion as motivation is one of the reasons for higher motivation in the case
of shorter games like Fez(Mekler 2014), but in a game that lasts hundreds of
hours, completion as motivation is less likely to be sustainable in the long term.
However, not every open world ARPG takes as much time to play through as the
examples shown in this article.

● Tandem play- a form of play in which single-player games are played by an active
player and an observer. This is essentially rooted around thinking of games as more than
developers and players- concepts such as observers and co-players play a role in this
form. Most single-player games are not explicitly designed to be built around Tandem
Play, and this form of play is most common in coop games and multiplayer games.
However, this form of play is a part of single-player games as well, and includes not just
direct interaction, but also subtle ways in which players interact with each other during
the course of the game, such as during narrative choices, and in passing control over the
game to each other. Participants indulging in this play are more likely to continue playing
a game even if the game in question is disliked by them(Consalvo et al 2018). Owing to
the direct social interaction in this playstyle, this article shall focus primarily on the other
three forms.



In order to analyse the existence of a routine state, there is a need to examine its relationship
with the eight components of the GameFlow model further.

Flow vs routine

The GameFlow model can be used for detailed critiques and reviews of games, even in different
genres(Sweetser et al 2017). If the GameFlow state has 8 components, the relation between
each of those with routine can be examined.

● The Game as a collection of tasks that can be completed-
○ This is closely related to completionist play and progression play. However the

sustainability of the completionist playstyle can be affected by time spent playing
the game. For example, one of the factors required for completionist play is the
intention to complete a game. This intention can be hampered by a game that
seems impossible to complete.

○ For example, Skyrim has a total of 273 quests, not counting the infinitely
repeatable Radiant quests. Even without including the expansions, there are 244
quests in the base game itself. And indeed, the amount of time needed to
complete a quest depends not just on the tasks needed but also on factors such
as the time taken to travel. Whilst the Radiant quests typically feature simple
tasks, other quests often incorporate multiple tasks and storylines into their
progression. On the other hand, Skyrim does not have RPG classes, instead
giving players fluidity in how they build their character. This is further enhanced
by the Legendary edition where after reaching maximum level, players can bring
down their stats in one skill tree, allowing them to level up further, up to a
maximum of level 252 when all perks are unlocked and the player has no benefit
from resetting further.This means that in theory, in one playthrough, PCs can
experience everything that there is in the game from a character abilities
perspective.

○ Fallout New Vegas has fewer quests than Skyrim, but completionist play would
need to take the narrative replayability into account.

○ Dragon’s Dogma, on the other hand, has fewer quests, but more strictly defined
classes, and unlike the previous two games, limited fast travel.

○ However, that does not mean that completionist play inherently contrasts with this
component in the case of expansive open world ARPGs such as these, as the
end results of completionist play need not be a completion of the game in
question. Completionist play simply incorporates completion as a habitual
motivation for playing the game. Flow, on the other hand, incorporates the holistic



experience of playing the game as its primary motivation, and is thus a relatively
broader state than the routine state..

○ On the other hand, the perspective of the game as a sequence of tasks is
positively related to motivations related to progression play, as it becomes part of
the PC’s “journey”.

● Concentration
○ This is a component that does not necessarily have a positive relationship with

habit- indeed, doing things as a habit requires little concentration at all.
○ This is primarily a part of exploratory play and progression play.
○ However, an element of concentration is still a part of routine play. Excessive

concentration is not a part of routine, but mild concentration is. A PC not paying
attention whatsoever is unlikely to achieve any task or quest in any of these
games.

○ It is important to note that concentration is not a monolithic concept- flow might
involve concentration in engaging with the game holistically, whereas habitual
play might involve concentration in engaging with subsets of the game depending
on the playstyle.

○ For example, in Skyrim, finishing a quest involves at least an awareness of where
to go and what to do. Typically, other elements come into play as well, such as
the narrative and enemies faced.

○ For example, in the quest “Blood in the Ice”, the PC has to investigate a murder
in the town of Windhelm. This quest has the risk of implicating an innocent
man(albeit temporarily) if the PC does not read their notes properly and follow
their evidence. However, since the man can be freed by finding the real murderer,
the improper consequence is not permanent.

○ By contrast, the quest “The House of Horrors” is relatively more straightforward-
involving a rivalry between the cults of Molag Bal and Boethiah, two supernatural
forces and the role of the PC as the pawn of the former.

● Challenge-Skill Balance
○ This is one of the components that the flow state invariably shares with the

routine state. There are differences, however, in how the routine state relates to
this component. Mainly, the routine state is likely to fall in the slightly later stages
of the graph, where the challenge is moderately high and the skill level is
moderately high as well.

○ However, it could be argued that getting to the routine state itself requires the
players to be at the median, of challenge vs skill, where the game feels
challenging enough to not be boring and yet puts up tasks that are
accomplishable by habitual play. This is because the routine state requires the
player to be in a position where they feel that their characters are empowered
enough to be able to handle anything that the game throws at them, without
feeling as if the game offers very little challenge.



○ This has an interesting relationship with all forms of habitual play in open world
ARPGs. This component is likely to play a significant role for player motivation
when the PC is at a relatively high level, with most of the map accessible to them

○ It is also the most significant component of progression play, based around
character advancement, and a crucial part of exploratory play and completionist
play.

● Control
○ This component needs to be a part of both the flow state and the routine state as

far as open world ARPGs are concerned. Without players feeling a sense of
control over their character, they are unlikely to either be “in the flow” or play a
game as a routine.

○ This is closely related to exploratory play and progression play, although
essential to all three major playstyles.

○ It is important to note that control can be viewed from different angles and
perspectives. However, a useful way to define it is to look from the perspectives
of the players. If players feel as if they exhibit control over their characters,
control is real.

● Clear goals
○ This component, like the first one, is closely related to completionist play and

progression play. A lack of clarity in tasks can hamper both those playstyles.
○ However, it is not a major part of exploratory play, which is based around

discovery. Therefore, open world ARPGs often obfuscate details for certain
quests and tasks.

○ For example, Dragon’s Dogma has a very minimalistic waypoint system. This
forces the players to explore their verbs more, including their abilities and UI
features, in order to accomplish tasks. However, the presence of the waypoint
still ensures that the PC has a general idea of what they need to do.

○ Skyrim and New Vegas, whilst having more explicitly clear goals, still encourage
exploratory play by incorporating it into their world design. For instance, the
player often picks up quests just by wandering about in the open world and
seeing sights and talking to fellow wanderers, further enhanced by the presence
of random encounters within the landmass.

○ For example, the Skyrim quest “Forgetting about Fjola” is obtained by
encountering a frightened woman, who informs the PC about the bandits that
imprisoned her.

● Feedback
○ Feedback is essential to all forms of routine play, and is thus essential to the

routine state as it is to the flow state.
○ Certain open world ARPGs may obfuscate details, but need to incorporate a

balanced approach, for a high level of player confusion will simply disengage
them from both flow and routine.



○ The aforementioned waypoint system in Dragon’s Dogma can leave the PC with
no indication of where to go if multiple waypoints are available for a particular
quest. There is no information about what each waypoint leads to.

○ For example, the quest “Trials and Tribulations” gives the PC two options- to
either convict or free a noble accused of a heinous crime, based around evidence
they submit to the court. One of the waypoints in the quest leads the PC all the
way across to one of the other sides of the map, where they can find a peddler
who can be used to forge evidence- a path that some players will not choose
unless they see no other option. Yet there is no explanation about the waypoint,
and no explanation about the PC’s awareness of this forger.

● Immersion
○ This is primarily essential for progression play and exploratory play, personalized

as those playstyles are.
○ Therefore, it is a crucial component of both the flow state and two different kinds

of the routine state.
○ Many open world ARPGs build their worlds around the hope of immersing their

players within them. This is done not just by aesthetic appeal and system
functionality, but also by additional background features, such as the random
encounters of Skyrim and New Vegas and the day night cycles in each of these
games.

○ Immersion, like control, is subjective. However, like control, it can be defined by a
player perspective- if a player feels that the world is vibrant and lived in, then the
world is immersive from their perspective. This is crucial for encouraging players
to explore the World, and thus, immersion is the most significant component of
exploratory play.

○ This is also a part of completionist play, and yet not necessarily a crucial one. A
degree of immersion can bolster this playstyle, but a playstyle that is focused
around quantitative task-completion does not necessarily need the qualitative.
However, as the sustainability of completionist play is affected by game-length,
the ability to immerse players is crucial for longer open world ARPGs.

● Social Interaction
○ Direct social interaction in terms of open world ARPGs is only a part of tandem

play.
○ However, as a result, it is just as applicable to the flow state as it is to the routine

state.

Conclusion

The routine state is crucial for long-term play of open world ARPGs. It can either exist
independent of the flow state, in direct relation to it, or even in contrast to certain elements,
depending on the routine playstyle.



This article has addressed the eight elements of the GameFlow model as they relate to habitual
play of these open world ARPGs and how they may even contrast to this state.

However, there is a lack of data, especially data based around firsthand experiences of these
games. Future work would involve gathering and analysis of said data.

That data is also going to be useful in answering questions relating to how players engage with
games on a routine basis, and would be used for detailed analysis of how the eight components
of flow relate to routine.

In addition, as mentioned earlier, open world ARPGs are not the only kind of single-player
games played as a routine, nor are they the only kind of single-player games played across
large periods of time. Those additional genres need to be analysed, alongside data collection
and data processing as described earlier.

These additional steps could allow for the proposal of a GameRoutine model, analogous to the
GameFlow model(Sweetser et al, 2017). This model would incorporate multiple components,
just like the GameFlow model, and could be applicable to different genres and platforms.
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